


Historical Guide to Missing The Next Downturn



What Should Worry You
The “Lower Rate Era” that began in 1981 is over

A hard statement to make – “There has never been a dumber time in credit”

Is China much worse than you think…and consider the marginal demand pull

Look around you – crypto? weed? The next Theranos? 
Faang ETF’s? Direct lending?

Be fearful when others are greedy



What Should Worry You
“They think any schmuck can come in and make 8 percent,” Ressler, 58, said in an interview. 

“Things will not end well for them.”

Why do 60/40 when you can do 90/60? The beginning of the end of risk parity.

The Old Normal



We Make This Much Harder Than It Has To Be
Basic but not too much diversification

Are you truly taking advantage of your biggest “edge” – the Bezos time arbitrage? 

This is when you should be weeding out your “what was I thinking” investments…and focus 
on investments where you can say, “I want it to go down so I can buy more.”

Do you really understand the probability profile of your active bets? And true costs?

Per the book of Ecclesiastes, “Whoever watches the wind will not plant, whoever looks at the 
clouds will not reap.” Do some of your own work



Closing Thoughts
“Endless concern about what might go wrong though keeps you from acting in a 
positive and productive manner. If interest rates go up, that won’t do equities any 
favor. I just think it will hurt them less than the alternatives. Companies can and 
will adapt to inflationary and deflationary episodes. The ability to pass through 
whatever costs that exist, and the values of brands, and distribution networks 
make equities a dynamic, and currency change protected security more so than 
anything else I can come up with right now.” 

“The wise ones bet heavily when the world offers them that opportunity. They bet 
big when they have the odds. And the rest of the time, they don’t. It’s just that 
simple.” 
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